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STRETCH FORMING APPARATUS 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

[0001] The invention relates to a stretch forming apparatus 
for performing stretch forming for a Work. 

BACKGROUND ART 

[0002] Conventionally, stretch forming has been used by 
Which a Work is stretch-formed into a desired shape. As 
described in Patent Literature 1, for instance, the stretch form 
ing is performed With use of a stretch forming apparatus 
including a pair of jaWs for pinching end edge side parts of the 
Work having a pair of side edges and a pair of end edges, a die 
that is placed betWeen the pair of jaWs so as to be in contact 
With the Work, and a plurality of control axis for change in 
positions and postures of the jaWs and the die. An operator 
manually operates the plurality of control axis to change the 
positions and postures of the jaWs and the die so that the Work 
is Wound around the die and is stretch-formed into the desired 
shape. 

CITATION LIST 

Patent Literature 

[0003] PTLl: JP 2009-523613 A 

SUMMARY OF INVENTION 

Technical Problem 

[0004] In the stretch forming of a Work, the Work may be 
desired to be partially stretched. For instance, creases caused 
partially on the Work may be desired to be stretched. 

[0005] It is dif?cult, hoWever, to partially stretch the Work 
in the stretch forming apparatus disclosed in Patent Literature 
1 described above. For instance, it is dif?cult for the operator 
to manually operate the plurality of control axis so as to 
stretch one of the pair of side edges of the Work, While sup 
pressing deformation of the other side edge thereof, in order 
to stretch creases caused on the one side edge of the Work. 

[0006] It is also dif?cult to manually operate the plurality of 
control axis so that one part of the Work more intimate con 
tacts With the die in comparison With the remaining part 
thereof and so that the one part thereof is greatly stretched to 
be deformed, for example. 
[0007] In the stretch forming apparatus disclosed in Patent 
Literature 1, in particular, it is dif?cult to manually operate 
the plurality of control axis so as to partially stretch the Work 
because translation of the jaWs is restricted to tWo directions 
by a con?guration of the axis of the apparatus. 
[0008] Therefore, it is an object of the invention to simplify 
manual operation that an operator performs for partially 
stretching a Work in a stretch forming apparatus. 

Solution to Problem 

[0009] In order to achieve the object, according to a ?rst 
aspect of the invention, there is provided a stretch forming 
apparatus comprising: 
[0010] a pair of jaWs for pinching end edge side parts of a 
Work having a pair of side edges and a pair of end edges; 
[0011] a die placed betWeen the pair ofjaWs so as to be in 
contact With the Work; 
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[0012] a plurality of control axis for change inpositions and 
postures of the jaWs and the die; 
[0013] a rotation center line setting unit for making an 
operator set rotation center lines for the jaWs that are for 
partial stretch of the Work by rotation of the jaWs, 
[0014] an operation input unit for rotating the jaWs by 
manual operation about the rotation center lines set by the 
operator through the rotation center line setting unit, and 
[0015] a control unit for synchronously controlling the plu 
rality of control axis so that the jaWs rotate, in accordance 
With the manual operation by the operator on the operation 
input unit, about the rotation center lines set by the operator 
through the rotation center line setting unit. 
[0016] According to a second aspect of the invention, there 
is provided the stretch forming apparatus according to the ?rst 
aspect of the invention, Wherein the rotation center line set 
ting unit is con?gured so as to set the rotation center lines by 
positions and postures in jaW coordinate systems prede?ned 
for the jaWs, and Wherein 
[0017] the control unit de?nes the rotation center lines for 
the jaWs that have been de?ned by the positions and postures 
in the jaW coordinate systems, by positions and postures in a 
die coordinate system prede?ned for the die and controls the 
control axis for the die and the control axis for the jaWs so that 
the jaWs rotate about the rotation center lines de?ned by the 
positions and postures in the die coordinate system. 
[0018] According to a third aspect of the invention, there is 
provided the stretch forming apparatus according to the ?rst 
aspect of the invention, Wherein the rotation center line set 
ting unit sets the rotation center lines so that the rotation 
center lines pass through crossing points of a side edge of the 
Work and boundaries betWeen parts of the Work pinched by 
the jaWs and the remaining parts thereof. 
[0019] According to a fourth aspect of the invention, there 
is provided the stretch forming apparatus according to the 
third aspect of the invention, Wherein the rotation center line 
setting unit sets the rotation center lines that extend in a 
direction orthogonal to surfaces of the parts of the Work 
pinched by the jaWs. 
[0020] According to a ?fth aspect of the invention, there is 
provided the stretch forming apparatus according to the third 
aspect of the invention, Wherein the rotation center line set 
ting unit sets the rotation center lines along an extending 
direction of side edges in the parts of the Work pinched by the 
jaWs. 
[0021] According to a sixth aspect of the invention, there is 
provided the stretch forming apparatus according to the ?rst 
aspect of the invention, Wherein, on condition that there are a 
plurality of combinations of the control axis that alloW the 
jaWs to be rotated about the rotation center lines set by the 
operator, the control unit selects a combination including the 
largest number of the control axis of Which quantities of 
operation for rotation of the jaWs are smaller than a speci?ed 
value, and rotates the jaWs by controlling the control axis 
included in the selected combination. 

Advantageous Effects of Invention 

[0022] according to the invention, the manual operation for 
a partial stretch of a Work is simpli?ed because the operator 
has only to conceive the rotation center lines for the jaWs that 
are for the partial stretch of the Work by the rotation of the 
jaWs, that is, because the operator does not have to conceive 
the manual operation of each of the plurality of the control 
ax1s. 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS 

[0023] FIG. 1 is a model diagram showing a con?guration 
of control axis of a stretch forming apparatus in accordance 
With an embodiment of the invention; 
[0024] FIG. 2 is a diagram for illustrating stretch forming 
that is performed by the stretch forming apparatus in accor 
dance With the embodiment; 
[0025] FIG. 3 is a diagram for illustrating rotation of jaWs 
that is for partial stretch of a Work; 
[0026] FIG. 4 are diagrams for illustrating an example in 
Which the Work is partially stretched by movement of a plu 
rality of control axis; 
[0027] FIG. 5 are diagrams for illustrating another example 
in Which the Work is partially stretched by movement of the 
plurality of control axis; and 
[0028] FIG. 6 are diagrams for illustrating still another 
example in Which the Work is partially stretched in the same 
manner as in the example shoWn in FIG. 5 by movement of the 
control axis other than those of the example shoWn in FIG. 5. 

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS 

[0029] FIG. 1 is a diagram schematically shoWing a con 
?guration of a stretch forming apparatus in accordance With 
an embodiment of the invention. 
[0030] As shoWn in FIG. 1, the stretch forming apparatus 
10 has a pair ofjaWs JL, JR for pinching end edge side parts of 
a plate-like Work W having a pair of end edges and a pair of 
side edges and a die D that is placed betWeen the pair of j aWs 
IL, JR so as to be in contact With the Work W. 
[0031] In the stretch forming apparatus 10 is de?ned a 
system coordinate system ZS composed of an X axis, aY axis 
and a Z axis that are orthogonal to one another. The X axis 
direction and the Y axis direction are horizontal directions 
and the Z axis direction is a vertical direction. 
[0032] For the die D, to be more precise, for a die table T 
onto Which the die D is repiaceably ?xed, a die table coordi 
nate system 2D is de?ned that is composed of an XD axis, a 
Y D axis and a Z D axis Which are orthogonal to one another. An 
origin of the die table coordinate system ED is positioned at a 
center of the table T and is positioned on the Z axis of the 
system coordinate system ES. 
[0033] law coordinate systems ZJL, ZJR that are rectangular 
coordinate systems are de?ned for the jaWs IL, JR, respec 
tively. Origins of the jaW coordinate systems ZJL, ZJR are 
positioned on reference points P JL P JR of the jaWs JL, JR that 
are positioned at holding centers of the jaWs IL, JR for the Work 
W. When the jaWs JL, JR appropriately pinch the Work W, the 
reference points P JL, P JR are positioned at centers of the parts 
of the Work W pinched by the jaWs JL, JR, and surfaces of the 
parts of the Work W pinched by the jaWs IL, JR are made 
orthogonal to Z JL and Z JR axes. 

[0034] The stretch forming apparatus 10 further has a die 
table up-and-doWn axis J D1 for movement of the die D (die 
table T) in the vertical direction (Z axis direction) relative to 
a base B of the stretch forming apparatus 10 and a die table tilt 
axis JD2 for rotation of the die D about a rotation center line 
C D1 extending in parallel With the X axis, as die control axis 
for change in the position and posture of the die. 
[0035] The stretch forming apparatus 10 further has a car 
riage axis In for strokes of the jaW IL in parallel With the X 
axis, an angulation axis In for rotation of the jaW JL about a 
rotation center line C L 1 extending in parallel With the Z axis, 
a slider axis 1L3 for strokes of the jaW IL in a horizontal 
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direction (in parallel With an X-Y plane), a sWing axis 1L4 for 
rotation of the jaW IL about a rotation center line C L2 extend 
ing in parallel With the direction of the strokes of the slider 
axis 1L3, a tension axis 1L5 for strokes of the jaW IL in a 
direction of a straight line orthogonal to the rotation center 
line CL2 of the sWing axis 1L4, and a rotation axis 1L6 for 
rotation of the jaW IL about a rotation center line C L3 extend 
ing in the direction of the strokes of the tension axis 1L5, in 
order of placement from the base B of the stretch forming 
apparatus 10 toWard the jaW IL, as control axis for the jaW IL 
for change in the position and posture of the jaW IL. The 
direction of the strokes of the tension axis 1L5 coincides With 
an X JL axis direction of the jaW coordinate system ZJL. 
[0036] Similarly, the stretch forming apparatus 10 further 
has a carriage axis 1R1 for strokes of the jaW JR in parallel With 
the X axis, an angulation axis 1R2 for rotation of the jaW JR 
about a rotation center line C R 1 extending in parallel With the 
Z axis, a slider axis 1R3 for strokes of the jaW JR in a horizontal 
direction (in parallel With the X-Y plane), a sWing axis 1R4 for 
rotation of the jaW JR about a rotation center line C R2 extend 
ing in parallel With the direction of the strokes of the slider 
axis 1R3, a tension axis 1R5 for strokes of the jaW JR in a 
direction of a straight line orthogonal to the rotation center 
line CR2 of the sWing axis 1R4, and a rotation axis 1R6 for 
rotation of the jaW JR about a rotation center line C R3 extend 
ing in the direction of the strokes of the tension axis IRS, in 
order of placement from the base B of the stretch forming 
apparatus 10 toWard the jaW JR, as control axis for the jaW JR 
for change in the position and posture of the jaW JR. The 
direction of the strokes of the tension axis 1R5 coincides With 
an X JR axis direction of the jaW coordinate system ZJR. 
[0037] Such a plurality of control axis provide the jaWs IL, 
JR With six degrees of freedom in the die table coordinate 
system 2D. That is, thejaWs JL, JR can be translated in the XD 
axis direction, theYD axis direction, and the Z D axis direction 
of the die table coordinate system ED and can be rotated about 
the XD axis, theYD axis, and the ZD axis. 
[0038] In addition, the stretch forming apparatus 10 has a 
control unit (not shoWn) for controlling the fourteen control 
axis JDI, JDZ, 1L1 through 1L6, and 1R1 through 1R6. For each of 
the control axis JD], JDZ, 1L1 through 1L6, and 1R1 through 1R6, 
speci?cally, the stretch forming apparatus 10 has a driving 
cylinder (not shoWn) for driving the control axis. The control 
unit controls the driving cylinders. 
[0039] The driving cylinders for driving the control axis 
JD], JDZ, 1L1 through 1L6, and 1R1 through 1R6 are hydropneu 
matic cylinders (e.g., hydraulic cylinders) in each of Which 
hydraulic pressures are supplied to a rod side cylinder cham 
ber and a head side cylinder chamber that adjoin each other 
across a piston. The control unit controls hydraulic system 
components such as electromagnetic valves and hydraulic 
pumps (not shoWn), thereby regulates the hydraulic pressures 
that are supplied to the rod side cylinder chamber and the head 
side cylinder chamber, and thereby controls the driving cyl 
inders for the control axis 1B1, 1B2, 1L1 through 1L6, and 1R1 
through 1R6. 
[0040] The control unit of the stretch forming apparatus 10 
is con?gured so as to perform position control for controlling 
positions of the pistons relative to the driving cylinders and 
pressure control for controlling cylinder output. The stretch 
forming apparatus 10 is con?gured so that an operator can 
select Whether the driving cylinder is subjected to the position 
control or the pressure control for each of the control axis J D1, 
1B2, 1L1 through 1L6, and 1R1 through 1R6. 
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[0041] The rotation axis such as the die table tilt axis JDZ, 
the angulation axis 1L2, 1R2, the swing axis 1L4, 1R4, and the 
rotation axis 1L6, 1R6 make the jaws JL, JR rotate within speci 
?ed angle ranges through crank mechanisms by advance and 
retreat of rods of the driving cylinders. Angle positions of the 
jaws about the rotation center lines of the rotation axis are 
controlled by the position control by the control unit for the 
driving cylinders. Otherwise, torques of the rotation axis are 
controlled by the pressure control for the driving cylinders. 
[0042] The translation axis such as the die table up-and 
down axis JDI, the carriage axis 1L1, 1R1, the slider axis 1L3, 
1R3, and the tension axis 1L5, 1R5 cause thejaws JL, JR to make 
strokes within speci?ed ranges by advance and retreat of the 
driving cylinders. Positions of the jaws within the ranges of 
the strokes of the translation axis are controlled by the posi 
tion control by the control unit for the driving cylinders. 
Otherwise, thrusts of the translation axis are controlled by the 
pressure control for the driving cylinders. 
[0043] Herein, the control axis (driving cylinders) are sub 
jected to the position control unless there is speci?cation of 
“pressure control”. 
[0044] In addition, the stretch forming apparatus 10 is con 
?gured so that an operator can manually operate the control 
axis JD], JDZ, 1L1 through 1L6, and 1R1 through 1R6. For each of 
the control axis JD], JDZ, 1L1 through 1L6, and 1R1 through 1R6, 
speci?cally, the stretch forming apparatus 10 has an operation 
input unit (not shown) for the manual operation by the opera 
tor. 

[0045] For instance, the operation input unit is composed of 
buttons. While the operator remains pressing a button, the 
corresponding control axis is controlled by the control unit so 
as to continue operating at a predetermined ?xed velocity. 
When the operator presses a button one time, for instance, the 
corresponding control axis is controlled by the control unit so 
as to operate by a predetermined quantity of operation. 
[0046] While the operator remains pressing a “die move 
up” button on the operation input unit that is for the manual 
operation of the die table up-and-down axis J D1 and that is 
composed of the “die move-up” button and a “die move 
down” button, for example, the control unit controls the die 
table up-and-down axis J D1 so that the die D continues mov 
ing up at a predetermined velocity. When the “die move-up” 
button is pressed one time, the die D moves up by a predeter 
mined quantity of movement. 
[0047] The operator winds the work around the die by the 
manual operation of the plurality of the control axis J D1, JDZ, 
1L1 through 1L6, and 1R1 through 1R6 by way of the operation 
input units. 
[0048] For winding the work W around the die D while 
suppressing extensional deformation of the work W, for 
instance, the operator makes the jaws IL, JR approach the die 
D by the manual operation of the carriage axis 1L1, 1R1 while 
moving up the die D being in contact with the work W by the 
manual operation of the die table up-and-down axis J D1 so as 
to prevent the work W from being elongated, as shown in FIG. 
2. In addition to the die table up-and-down axis J D1 and the 
carriage axis 1L1, JR], as shown in FIG. 2, the operator manu 
ally operates the swing axis 1L4, 1R4 so that directions in which 
the work W extends from the jaws IL, JR toward the die D 
coincide with the directions of the strokes of the tension axis 
1L5, IRS and manually operates the tension axis 1L5, 1R5. 
[0049] Furthermore, the stretch forming apparatus 10 is 
con?gured so that the operator can easily perform partial 
stretch of the work W. 
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[0050] Herein, “partially stretching the work” refers to 
more greatly stretching a part of the work the operator 
demands than other parts thereof. 
[0051] The operator may desire to partially stretch the work 
W while performing the stretch forming by the manual opera 
tion of the plurality of the control axis J D1, JDZ, 1L1 through 
1L6, and 1R1 through 1R6 as described above. 
[0052] As shown in FIG. 3, for instance, the operator may 
desire to suppress deformation of one side edge WF (front 
side) of the work W while stretching creases caused on the 
other side edge WB (back side) thereof. The side edge WB side 
of the work W may be desired to be more greatly stretched 
than the side edge WF side thereof with the side edge WB side 
of the work W more strongly pressed against the die D than 
The side edge WF side, for instance. In such a case, it is 
necessary but di?icult for the operator to think how to manu 
ally operate the plurality of the control axis J D1, JD2 1L1 
through 1L6, and 1R1 through 1R6. 
[0053] In order to cope with that, the stretch forming appa 
ratus 10 is con?gured so as to partially stretch the work W by 
rotating the jaws IL, JR about the rotation center lines set for 
the jaws JL, JR and set in appropriate relative positions with 
respect to the die D. The apparatus is con?gured so that the 
appropriate rotation center lines for the jaws JL, JR are set by 
the operator. 
[0054] For that purpose, the stretch forming apparatus 10 
has a rotation center line setting unit (not shown) as means for 
the operator setting the rotation center lines for the jaws IL, JR 
and the operation input units (not shown, the units will be 
referred to as “operation input units forpartial stretch” below) 
as means for rotating the jaws JL, JR by the manual operation 
about the set rotation center lines. 

[0055] Speci?cally, it is apparently easier to conceive the 
rotation center lines for the jaws IL, JR that are required for 
stretching the side edge W6 of the work W, because it is 
intuitive, than to conceive the manual operation of the plural 
ity of the control axis JD], JDZ, 1L1 through 1L6, and 1R1 
through 1R6 that are required for stretching the side edge WB 
of the work W, as shown in FIG. 3, for instance. 
[0056] For example, it is easy for the operator to conceive a 
rotation center line A1 that passes through a crossing point C1 
of the side edge WP and a boundary between a part (shaded 
part) of the work W pinched by the jaw IL and the remaining 
part and that extends in parallel with the Z JL axis direction of 
the jaw coordinate system "UL, and a rotation center line A2 
that passes through a crossing point C2 of the side edge WP 
and a boundary between a part (shaded part) of the work W 
pinched by the jaw JR and the remaining part and that extends 
in parallel with the Z JR axis direction of the jaw coordinate 
system ZJR. 
[0057] Besides, it is intuitive and apparently easier to con 
ceive the rotation center lines for the jaws IL, JR that are 
required for stretching the side edge W B side of the work W by 
strongly pressing the side against the die D than to conceive 
the manual operation of the plurality of the control axis J D1, 
1B2, 1L1 through 1L6, and 1R1 through 1R6 that are required for 
stretching the side edge WB side of the work W by strongly 
pressing the side against the die D. For instance, it is easy to 
conceive a rotation center line A3 that passes through the 
point C1 and that extends in parallel with the X JL axis direc 
tion of the jaw coordinate system ZJL, and a rotation center 
line A4 that passes through the point C2 and that extends in 
parallel with the XJ-R axis direction of the jaw coordinate 
system ZJR. 
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[0058] For facilitation of understanding, the Work W is 
shown in a ?at state in FIG. 3. It is obvious and intuitively 
comprehensible to the operator that the side edge W B of the 
Work W can be stretched or can be strongly pressed against 
the die D by setting of the rotation center lines A1, A2 or A3, 
A4 and the rotation of the jaWs J L, J R about the set rotation 
center lines even though the Work W is Wound around the die 
D (i.e., even in midst of the stretch forming). 
[0059] The rotation center line setting unit of the stretch 
forming apparatus 10 is an input unit such as numeric keypad 
and keyboard through Which numerals can be inputted and is 
con?gured so that the operator sets and inputs the rotation 
center lines for the jaWs J L, J R for the partial stretch of the 
Work W With use of positions and postures in the law coor 
dinate systems ZJL, ZJR. 
[0060] For setting the rotation center lines for the jaWs J L, 
J R for the partial stretch of the Work W, speci?cally, the opera 
tor concretely de?nes the positions (coordinates) and pos 
tures (directions) of the rotation center lines. It is easier to 
de?ne the rotation center lines for the jaWs J L, J R by the 
positions (coordinates) and postures (directions) in the jaW 
coordinate systems ZJL, ZJR than to de?ne those in other 
coordinate systems such as the system coordinate system ES. 
[0061] A position (coordinate) of the point C1, through 
Which the rotation center lines A1, A3 and the like pass, of the 
Work W in the jaW coordinate system ZJL can easily be cal 
culated from a shape of the jaW J L, a siZe of the Work W and 
the like, as shoWn in FIG. 3, for instance. The directions in 
Which the rotation center lines A1, A3 and the like extend can 
be de?ned by tWo points in the jaW coordinate system ZJL. 
[0062] Once the operator sets the rotation center lines for 
the jaWs J L, J R and thereafter performs the manual operation 
for the operation input units for partial stretch, the control unit 
of the stretch forming apparatus 10 rotates the jaWs J L, J R 
about the rotation center lines, set by the operator, in accor 
dance With the manual operation by the operator. 
[0063] The operation input units for partial stretch for caus 
ing manual rotation of the jaWs J L, J R are each composed of a 
“+” button and a “—” button, for instance. While the operator 
remains pressing the “+” button for the jaW J L, for instance, 
the control unit of the stretch forming apparatus 10 controls 
the plurality of control axis JD], JDZ, 1L1 through 1L6, and 1R1 
through 1R6 so as to continue rotating the jaW J L about the 
rotation center line set by the operator at a predetermined 
rotation velocity. When the operator presses the “+” button 
only one time, the control unit rotates the jaW J L by a prede 
termined quantity of rotation. 
[0064] Speci?cally, the control unit of the stretch forming 
apparatus 1 0 initially rede?nes the rotation center lines for the 
jaWs J L, J R, de?ned by the positions and postures in the jaW 
coordinate systems ZJL, ZJR set by the operator, by positions 
and postures in the die table coordinate system ED With 
coordinate transformation. Thus the rotation center lines for 
the jaWs J L, J R are set in appropriate relative positions With 
respect to the die D. 
[0065] The control unit of the stretch forming apparatus 10 
is con?gured so as to subsequently calculate operation veloci 
ties (quantities of operation per unit time) of the plurality of 
the control axis JD], 1B2, 1L1 through 1L6, and 1R1 through 1R6 
on basis of the rotation center lines for the jaWs J L, J R that are 
de?ned by the positions and postures in the die table coordi 
nate system ED and on basis of the rotation velocity (quanti 
ties of rotation per unit time) for the jaWs J L, J R that corre 
spond to the manual operation by the operator. 
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[0066] For description, as shoWn in FIG. 4(A), an example 
is adduced in Which the rotation center line A1 is set in an 
appropriate relative position With respect to the die D so as to 
pass through the crossing point C1 of the side edge W F and the 
boundary of the part of the Work W pinched by the jaW J L and 
so as to extend in parallel With the ZD axis of the die table 
coordinate system 2D. For facilitation of understanding, FIG. 
4(A) shoWs the example in Which the Work W is horizontally 
extended into a ?at state, that is, the example in Which the Z JL 
axis of the jaW coordinate system ZJL is parallel to the Z D axis 
of the die table coordinate system 2D. 
[0067] The quantities of operation of the plurality of the 
control axis JD], JDZ, 1L1 through 1L6, and 1R1 through 1R6 that 
are for rotating the jaW J L by a quantity of rotation A61 about 
the rotation center line A1 set in the appropriate relative 
position With respect to the die D are calculated on basis of a 
con?guration (e.g., distances betWeen the control axis) of the 
axis of the stretch forming apparatus 10 With use of an inverse 
kinematics algorithm. As shoWn in FIG. 4(B), a quantity of 
movement AX of the carriage axis 1L1, a quantity of rotation 
A0. of the angulation axis 1L2, and a quantity of movement 
AS1 of the slider axis 1L3 are calculated as the quantities of 
operation of the control axis that are required for the rotation 
of the jaW J L by the quantity of rotation A6 1 about the rotation 
center line A1. The quantities of operation of the remaining 
control axis are made Zero. 

[0068] As shoWn in FIG. 5(A), another example is adduced 
in Which the rotation center line A3 is set in an appropriate 
relative position With respect to the die D so as to pass through 
the point C1 and so as to extend in parallel With the X D axis of 
the die table coordinate system 2D. For facilitation of under 
standing, FIG. 5(A) shoWs the example in Which the Work W 
is horiZontally extended into a ?at state, that is, the example in 
Which the Z JL axis of the jaW coordinate system ZJL is parallel 
to the Z D axis of the die table coordinate system 2D. 

[0069] As shoWn in FIG. 5(B), a quantity of movement AZ1 
of the die table up -and-doWn axis J D 1 , a quantity of movement 
AS2 of the slider axis 1L3, and a quantity of rotation A6 of the 
rotation axis 1L6 are calculated as the quantities of operation 
of the control axis that are required for rotating the jaW J L by 
a quantity of rotation A62 about the rotation center line A3 set 
in the appropriate relative position With respect to the die D. 
The quantities of operation of the remaining control axis are 
made Zero. 

[0070] Upon calculating the operation velocities (quanti 
ties of operation per unit time) of the plurality of the control 
axis JD], JDZ, 1L1 through 1L6, and 1R1 through 1R6, the control 
unit of the stretch forming apparatus 10 operates (synchro 
nously controls) the control axis J D1, J D2, 1L1 through 1L6, and 
1R1 through 1R6 at the calculated operation velocities. 
[0071] In the example shoWn in FIG. 5, for instance, the 
control unit of the stretch forming apparatus 10 moves up the 
die D by the quantity of movement AZ1 by the die table 
up-and-doWn axis J D1, translates the jaW J L (J R) in theY axis 
direction by the quantity of movement AS2 by the slider axis 
1L3 (1R3), and rotates the jaW J L (J R) by the quantity of rotation 
AB by the rotation axis 1L6 (J R6). Thus the jaW J L (J R) is rotated 
by A62 about the rotation center line A3 (A4) set by the 
operator and the side edge WB side of the Work W is stretched 
by being brought into contact With and pressed against the die 
D. 

[0072] According to the embodiment, the manual operation 
for the partial stretch of the Work W can be facilitated because 
the operator has only to conceive the rotation center lines for 
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the jaws IL, JR that are for the partial stretch of the Work W by 
the rotation of the jaWs IL, JR, that is, because the operator 
does not have to conceive the manual operation of each of the 
plurality ofthe control axis JDI, JDZ, 1L1 through 1L6, and 1R1 
through 1R6. 
[0073] Though having been described above With adduc 
tion of the embodiment, the invention is not limited thereto. 
[0074] In the embodiment described above, for instance, 
the rotation center lines for the jaWs IL, JR that are for the 
partial stretch of the Work W by the rotation of the jaWs IL, JR 
are de?ned as the positions and postures in the jaW coordinate 
systems ZJL, JR by the operator. The invention, hoWever, is not 
limited thereto. The rotation center lines for the jaWs JL, JR 
may be de?ned as positions and postures in coordinate sys 
tems other than the jaW coordinate systems ZJL, JR, e.g., the 
die table coordinate system ID, the system coordinate system 
IS or the like. 

[0075] On condition that the operator selects either of the 
pair of side edges W F, WB of the Work W the operator desires 
to stretch, as shoWn in FIG. 3, for instance, the rotation center 
line setting unit of the stretch forming apparatus 10 may set 
the rotation center lines on the other side edge of the Work W 
the operator does not select. When the operator selects the 
side edge WB of the Work W, in FIG. 3 as an example, the 
rotation center line setting unit sets the rotation center lines 
A1, A2 that pass through the crossing points C1, C2 of the 
side edge WP and the boundary betWeen the parts of the Work 
W pinched by the jaWs JL, JR and the remaining parts. 
[0076] Depending upon the con?guration of the axis of the 
stretch forming apparatus, there may be a plurality of com 
binations of the control axis for the rotation of the jaWs about 
the rotation center lines set by the operator. 
[0077] In the stretch forming apparatus 10 having the con 
?guration of the axis shoWn in FIG. 1, for instance, tWo 
combinations of the control axis exist When the jaW IL is 
rotated about the rotation center line A3 set in the appropriate 
relative position With respect to the die D as shoWn in FIG. 5. 
As the ?rst one thereof, there exists a combination of the die 
table up-and-doWn axis J D1, the slider axis 1L3 and the rotation 
axis 1L5 as shoWn in FIG. 5(B). 
[0078] As the second one thereof, there exists a combina 
tion of the die table up-and-doWn axis J D1, the die table tilt 
axis JDZ, and the slider axis 1L3 as shoWn in FIG. 6(B). In the 
combination shoWn in FIG. 6(B), for the rotation of the jaW JL 
by the quantity of rotation A62 about the rotation center line 
A3, the die D is moved up by a quantity of movement AZ2 by 
the die table up-and-doWn axis J D1, is rotated by a quantity of 
rotation Ay by the die table tilt axis 1B2, and jaW IL is moved 
in the Y axis direction by a quantity of movement AS3 by the 
slider axis J. 
[0079] When there are a plurality of combinations of the 
control axis by Which the rotation of the jaWs IL, JR about the 
rotation center lines set by the operator for the jaWs IL, JR can 
be attained, the control unit of the stretch forming apparatus 
10 may inform the operator of the fact through an output unit 
such as a display. The operator may be made to select, through 
an input unit such as a keyboard, Which combination of the 
control axis is to be achieved. 
[0080] Alternatively, the control unit of the stretch forming 
apparatus 10 may select an optimal combination of the con 
trol axis. 
[0081] Once the operator sets the rotation center lines for 
the jaWs IL, JR, for instance, the control unit of the stretch 
forming apparatus 10 calculates a plurality of combinations 
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of the control axis that are required for the rotation of the j aWs 
IL, JR about the rotation center lines. For each of the combi 
nations of the control axis, subsequently, the control unit 
calculates the quantities of operation that are required for 
rotating the jaWs JL, JR by speci?ed angles (e.g., 1°) about the 
rotation center lines set by the operator, for all the control axis 
included in the combination. The control unit then selects a 
combination having the largest number of control axis of 
Which the quantities of operation are smaller than a speci?ed 
value. 
[0082] Thus the Work W can partially be stretched Without 
great change in the positions and postures of the jaWs JL, JR 
and the die D. As a result, the stretch forming of the Work W 
can be resumed Without intermission after creases are elimi 
nated by the partial stretch of the Work W, for instance. 
[0083] As a measure on condition that it is impossible to 
rotate the jaWs JL, JR about the rotation center lines set by the 
operator for the jaWs IL, JR (i.e., on condition that there exists 
no relevant combination of the control axis), in conjunction 
With that, the control unit of the stretch forming apparatus 10 
is preferably con?gured so as to inform the operator of such a 
fact and so as to urge the operator to set other rotation center 
lines. 
[0084] In the embodiment described above, both of the pair 
of jaWs IL, JR are rotated so as to partially stretch the Work W. 
The Work W, hoWever, can partially be stretched by either one 
of the jaWs. 
[0085] In the stretch forming apparatus 10 of the embodi 
ment described above, additionally, the rotation center lines 
for the jaWs IL, JR for the partial stretch of the Work W are 
de?ned by the positions and postures in the die table coordi 
nate system ED. That is because there are no control axis for 
translation of the jaWs IL, JR only in the vertical direction (the 
Z axis direction in the system coordinate system ES) and 
because there instead exists the die table up-and-doWn axis 
JDl for the up-and-doWn movement of the die D in the vertical 
direction. In another stretch forming apparatus having the 
control axis for the translation of the jaWs in the vertical 
direction, accordingly, the rotation center lines for the jaWs 
may be de?ned in a coordinate system other than a coordinate 
system prede?ned for the die, e.g., in a system coordinate 
system such as the system coordinate system ZS of the stretch 
forming apparatus 10. 
[0086] In addition, the rotation center line setting unit of the 
stretch forming apparatus 10 may be con?gured so as to 
preset a plurality of rotation center lines for the jaWs that are 
for the partial stretch of the Work and so as to make the 
operator select desired rotation center lines from the plurality 
of preset rotation center lines. For instance, the rotation center 
line setting unit is con?gured so as to preset the rotation center 
lines A1 through A4 as shoWn in FIG. 3 and so as to make the 
operator select any of the rotation center lines A1 throughA4. 
Thus the manual operation for partially stretching the Work is 
further simpli?ed. 
[0087] Finally, simple examples as shoWn in FIGS. 4 
through 6 are adduced herein for facilitation of understanding 
as to the invention. The invention, hoWever, is not limited 
those examples. In a broad sense, the invention is for calcu 
lating quantities of operation of the plurality of the control 
axis that cause the jaWs to rotate by any quantity the operator 
desires about the rotation center lines set arbitrarily by the 
operator, by solving an inverse kinematics problem, and for 
synchronously controlling the plurality of control axis on 
basis of the calculated quantities of operation. Thus any part 
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of the Work the operator desires can solely be stretched or can 
more greatly be stretched than other parts thereof. 
[0088] The invention can be applied to any stretch forming 
apparatus as long as the apparatus has a pair of jaWs for 
grasping both ends of a Work, a die that is placed betWeen the 
pair of j aWs so as to be in contact With the Work, and a plurality 
of control axis for change in positions andpostures of the jaWs 
and the die, irrespective of a number of the control axis. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A stretch forming apparatus comprising: 
a pair of jaWs for pinching end edge side parts of a Work 

having a pair of side edges and a pair of end edges; 
a die placed betWeen the pair of jaWs so as to be in contact 

With the Work; 
a plurality of control axes for change in positions and 

postures of the jaWs and the die; 
a rotation center line setting unit for making an operator set 

rotation center lines for the jaWs that are for partial 
stretch of the Work by rotation of the jaWs, 

an operation input unit for rotating the jaWs by manual 
operation about the rotation center lines set by the opera 
tor through the rotation center line setting unit, and 

a control unit for synchronously controlling the plurality of 
control axes so that the jaWs rotate, in accordance With 
the manual operation by the operator on the operation 
input unit, about the rotation center lines set by the 
operator through the rotation center line setting unit. 

2. The stretch forming apparatus according to claim 1, 
Wherein the rotation center line setting unit is con?gured so as 
to set the rotation center lines by positions and postures in jaW 
coordinate systems prede?ned for the jaWs, and Wherein 
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the control unit de?nes the rotation center lines for the jaWs 
that have been de?ned by the positions and postures in 
the jaW coordinate systems, by positions and postures in 
a die coordinate system prede?ned for the die and con 
trols the control axis for the die and the control axis for 
the jaWs so that the jaWs rotate about the rotation center 
lines de?ned by the positions and postures in the die 
coordinate system. 

3. The stretch forming apparatus according to claim 1, 
Wherein the rotation center line setting unit sets the rotation 
center lines so that the rotation center ?nes pass through 
crossing points of a side edge of the Work and boundaries 
betWeen parts of the Work pinched by the jaWs and the 
remaining parts thereof. 

4. The stretch forming apparatus according to claim 3, 
Wherein the rotation center line setting unit sets the rotation 
center lines that extend in a direction orthogonal to surfaces of 
the parts of the Work pinched by the jaWs. 

5. The stretch forming apparatus according to claim 3, 
Wherein the rotation center line setting unit sets the rotation 
center lines along an extending direction of side edges in the 
parts of the Work pinched by the jaWs. 

6. The stretch forming apparatus according to claims 1, 
Wherein, on condition that there are a plurality of combina 
tions of the control axes that alloW the jaWs to be rotated about 
the rotation center lines set by the operator, the control unit 
selects a combination including the largest number of the 
control axis of Which quantities of operation for rotation of 
the jaWs are smaller than a speci?ed Value, and rotates the 
jaWs by controlling the control axes included in the selected 
combination. 


